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part of the exhibit at gasshow was the gas smart system 35 from inpro, a product dedicated to the repair and servicing of 2 and 3 cylinder engines. this compact tool includes a pressure gauge and a rotary gauge, which make it possible to quickly check the status of the engine. at gasshow 2018, pulse combustion presented its new
products and services. the company invites us to experience their equipment at the eurovue single-cylinder system and its auto-transformer. pulse combustion is a manufacturer of quality products for the preparation of diesel fuels and the treatment of diesel and heating oil. these products are obtained with the sr and ider
processes and they comply with the standards specified by the international organization for standardization. in pro-doz is ready to demonstrate their evc (electronic valve care) system for pro customers. inpro has been a pioneer in the development of electronic products and the evc is a genuine alternative to manual valve
adjustment. inpro has developed a mobile solution that completely meets the needs of the professional market. the evc will be a very good solution for the adjustment of valves for many years to come. the evc controller is mobile and can be used for the adjustment of vw, audi, seat, mercedes, fiat, maserati, porsche, ferrari, alfa
romeo, honda, toyota and others. the new flex cougar tank from erc is equipped with a new safety valve to comply with legal regulations. it is based on the erc tank ehg, and it is available in 3.5 and 5-litre capacities. the new tank is equipped with a teflon-faced second diaphragm; the first diaphragm being hermetically sealed. as a
result, the production risk is very low.
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landi renzo omegas completo is a modular, compact and cost-effective engine for compression ignition engines. the technology is offered as a single-cylinder engine for medium-duty trucks and as a 2-cylinder engine for light-duty passenger cars, buses and trucks. it offers a good driving performance, low emissions and low noise.
it is also available with a high-pressure common rail injection system. in addition to the direct injection, landi renzo omegas completo can also be equipped with a common rail system. landi renzo omegas completo is optimized for emission-free operation in accordance with eu directive 2014/35/eu. landi renzo's eco ready cng

system offers the ultimate in emissions-reduction technology with a seamless integration of fuel from a standard 120-bar natural gas cylinder to a cng vehicle, according to landi renzo. it allows drivers to enjoy the convenience of a completely natural gas powered vehicle by simply switching over to a natural gas cylinder when the
vehicle runs low on fuel. landi renzo, llc, headquartered in rochester, new york, is a global company that develops, manufactures and markets lpg and cng conversion systems for use in automotive, industrial, commercial and government applications. landi renzo was founded in 2010 and has a team of over 150 engineers in

rochester, new york. landi renzo usa is headquartered in torrance, california, and is one of the world's leading providers of cng conversion systems for the automotive and commercial markets. with a team of over 75 engineers and technicians, the company is known for its innovative approach to the design of advanced lpg and cng
conversion systems. landi renzo usa is iso 9001:2015 certified, and is a member of the automotive aftermarket suppliers association (asa) and the california energy commission (cec). landi renzo usa employs over 170 people and has offices in germany, china, mexico, and the united states. 5ec8ef588b
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